Foundations are pivotal. At Brats n Cuties, we understand its significance and
endeavor to sculpt such corridors of open learning that nurtures each child with
unwavering Indian values coalesced with an International outlook.
The school was conceptualized in Nov 2006 & got into operations in July 2008 but
for these eighteen months lot of hard work was put in by curriculum designers,
child psychologists & top end educationists to develop a unique curriculum &
implement it in our model school. We now have expanded to 20 branches PAN
India.
The management at Brats n Cuties is a heterogeneous mixture of educationist and
visionaries. The group has been active in education industry since 1991 and the
areas ventured in education segment are Pre-schools, K-12, schools and
professional studies.
The group is blessed to have the expert guidance from philanthropist par
excellence Sh. Narendra Kumar, Ex-Chairperson Delhi Public School society and
Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Sareen who is one of the most decorated Clinical Child
Psychologists in India.
One can say that the strong foundation at Brats n Cuties is responsible for well
groomed portals who know how to deal with life at large. We are a specialist in
pre-schooling, where physical, intellectual, emotional and social development of
the child is given complete attention. The bedrock of learning at Brats n Cuties is

experiential learning amalgamated with contemporary Indian methodologies along
with International nuvo curriculum.
We are constantly at work to create innovative tools, teaching aids and
methodologies, which help in the optimum development of the child. Research
work is done in house, putting together skillfully crafted books exclusively for our
students supplemented by Themes and Projects to give them experiential learning
experience.
Brats n Cuties, the pioneer in structured nursery education, have a vast reservoir
of experienced staff that has molded thousands of little children in their formative
years to successful portals. Our responsibility is to develop our children in such a
way that ignites in them curiosity for learning, respect for the elders, compassion
for the under privileged and concern for nature and wild life.
We lay special emphasis on personality development through grooming sessions on
social etiquette, table manners and English conversation. For this we have highly
efficient staff members and visiting professionals who take care of the all round
development of each child. Emphasis on moral and value based education backed
by time tested techniques of meditation, relaxation, time management and yoga,
nurture a strong character and balanced approach towards their development in
them.
We believe that learning can happen only in an environment that is free from fear
and stress, an environment where each child is special, feels valued and has lots of
fun. We constantly strive to provide a well-rounded child centric learning

experience by focusing on their individual needs and providing a plethora of
enriching activities to build emotional, social, cognitive and physical skills.

